
Rallies for the return of the Paris-Hendaye night train and a more extensive

night train network between Europe and the Iberian Peninsula

On July  2nd,  civil  society  groups in  France,  Spain and Portugal  will  take to the train stations

simultaneously,  dressed  in  their  pajamas,  to  call  for  the  return  and  increase  of  night  trains

connecting their territories in a comfortable, fair and ecological way.

In France, the Paris-Hendaye night train "Le Pyrénéen" will be relaunched on July 1st, 2022. The

collective  "Oui  au  train  de  nuit" welcomes  this  renaissance.  However,  essential  high-quality

service will remain out of reach: the night train serving South-Western French coast will operate

during the summer period only, with an unattractive schedule at the end of the line. Moreover, the

train does not cross the Spanish border, depriving travelers of possible connections in Irun. The

collective "Oui au train de nuit" calls on citizens to gather at Hendaye SNCF station on July 2nd at

10am to celebrate the first arrival of the night train from Paris Austerlitz. A public debate will take

place at 5pm in Bayonne (Korail), followed by a demonstration at 7pm at Bayonne station for the

departure of the night train to Paris Austerlitz.

In Spain, Ecologistas en Acción calls for the return of the night trains that were circulating in Spain

before  the  pandemic  (Madrid-Galicia  and  Barcelona-Galicia),  as  well  as  the  night  services

connecting  Spain  to  Portugal  and  to  France  (Madrid-Paris  and  Barcelona-Paris).  They  also

demand improved schedules ensuring good connections between trains. The action will take place

at 7pm in front of Atocha train station in Madrid.

In Portugal,  ATERRA collective is calling for  the immediate return of  the night  trains Lusitânia

(Lisbon - Madrid) and Sud Express (Lisbon - Hendaye). They were suspended at the beginning of

the pandemic and,  with the lack of  an agreement between Renfe and CP operators,  Portugal

remains isolated from the European rail network. This has not happened since the two World Wars.

Lisbon is currently one of only two European capitals without any international train connection. At

the historic Santa Apolónia station, at 6pm (local time), citizens will show their enthusiasm for night

trains, call for a fair taxation of aviation, and propose that a train journey costs, at most, half of the

equivalent journey by plane.

These rallies will be an opportunity for all participants to highlight the urgency of implementing an

ambitious night train network, especially in the South of France and the Iberian Peninsula where

the network and rolling stock have suffered from aging and lack of investment for several decades.

This  network  of  night  trains  will  help  meet  the  objectives  set  by  COP21,  thanks  to  the  95%

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions allowed by the modal shift to this energy-saving and eco-

friendly mode of transport. 

http://www.ouiautraindenuit.wordpress.com/
https://aterra.info/
http://www.ecologistasenaccion.org/


Representatives of the three collectives for night train renaissance in France, Spain and Portugal

will therefore ask for the establishment of cooperation between their governments and their railway

operators to relaunch international night trains in France and the Iberian Peninsula. They also ask

for  the electrification of  all  lines currently  using diesel  locomotives  and the ability  to  transport

bicycles in night trains.
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